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Abstract:
Medical association rules induction is used to discover useful correlations between pertinent concepts from large medical
databases. Nevertheless, ARs algorithms produce huge amount of delivered rules and do not guarantee the usefulness and
interestingness of the generated knowledge. To overcome this drawback, we propose an ontology based interestingness
measure for ARs ranking. According to domain expert, the goal of the use of ARs is to discover implicit relationships
between items of different categories such as ‘clinical features and disorders’,‘clinical features and radiological
observations’, etc. That’s to say, the itemsets which are composed of “similar” items are uninteresting. Therefore, the
dissimilarity between the rule’s items can be used to judge the interestingness of association rules; the more different are the
items, the more interesting the rule is. In this paper, we design a distinct approach for ranking semantically interesting
association rules involving the use of an ontology knowledge mining approach. The basic idea is to organize the ontology’s
concepts into a hierarchical structure of conceptual clusters of targeted subjects, where each cluster encapsulates “similar”
concepts suggesting a specific category of the domain knowledge. The interestingness of association rules is, then, defined as
the dissimilarity between corresponding clusters. That’s to say, the further are the clusters of the items in the AR, the more
interesting the rule is. We apply the method in our domain of interest – mammographic domain- using an existing
mammographic ontology called Mammo*, with the goal of deriving interesting rules from past experiences, to discover
implicit relationships between concepts modeling the domain.
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1. Introduction
Association rule mining is, actually, one of the most important tasks in knowledge extraction in databases [1]. This
technique aims to discover implicit correlations between items in databases that can be of great interest to domain
experts. A typical and widely used application of AR mining is the medical domain. In fact, the exponential increase
of the volume as well as the complexity of the radiological data raises crucial needs, for data management and
knowledge discovery. However, the large number of extracted association rules makes the task of processing and
interpreting them, very complicated for domain experts. Addressing this issue, researchers have proposed to rank
generated rules according to their potential interest and enables highly ranked rules to be straightaway presented to
decision makers. Methods for interestingness rules examination can be divided into objective and subjective methods.
In subjective analysis, the ARs evaluation is based on prior domain knowledge that can be modeled within different
supports (such as Rule schemas, ontologies, etc.). While, the objective methods are based on the use of statistical
information in the database. Although the latter method can bring useful information regarding the dataset structure
such as the support and the confidence measures, the rule interestingness strongly depends on the domain knowledge.
Indeed, the more the knowledge is represented in an expressive and formal way, the more the rule evaluation is
efficient. To this end, some approaches have proposed to involve ontologies in the post-processing task, to model
domain knowledge since they provide a semantic support for vocabularies structuring. Recently, in medical domains,
ontologies have become the cornerstone in knowledge acquisition and formalizing [2]. For example, in the
mammographic domain, the mammographic ontology might be used to describe: the radiological observations
associated with feature descriptors, mammogram Bi-Rads classification, clinical observation, etc. Surprisingly, while
intense researches exist on applying association rule to mine ontologies, few approaches have, so far, exploited the
benefits brought by these ontologies to compute rule interestingness measures [2]. Such measure represents a function
that takes ontology concepts as input and returns a numerical value reflecting the dissimilarity between these
concepts. Generally, this conceptual dissimilarity (distance) is based on the use of path based measure. That’s to say,
the furthest the concepts are in the ontological hierarchy, the more interesting the rule is [3] [2].

Figure 1: Extract of mammographic ontology

For example, the distance between the ontological concepts ‘Calcification’ and ‘Micro-calcification’ would be
interpreted differently from the distance between ‘Calcification’ and ‘Opacity’ (see Figure 1), because of their
different localization regarding the root. Moreover, the computed distance is strongly limited to the subjective
construction of the ontology. Basing on multiple interviews, domain expert have revealed that these concepts like any
two other entities regarding the anomalies category (see Figure1) are to a certain extent semantically similar since
they are a part of a single subject. In order to meet the constraints imposed by the domain experts, we propose in this
paper to increase the abstraction level of the conceptual knowledge encoded in the ontology, through the ontology
knowledge mining process. The proposed idea consists on mining a novel structure of conceptual clusters organized
hierarchically [24]. Each cluster groups similar objects encoding a specific topic regarding the ontology knowledge.
That’s to say, we aim to investigate the mined hierarchical conceptual clusters to determine so-called ‘semantic
interestingness measures’ by computing the dissimilarity between the items of a given rule. Replacing exact
similarity measure between concepts with semantic similarity between their correspondent clusters enables novel
ways of interpreting AR, and hence may lead to the right identification of the interestingness of the rules. Therefore,
the more clusters are far away, the more dissimilar are their respective concepts. The use of efficient data mining
methods and appropriate interestingness metrics enables the identification of high quality relationships [3].
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As already mentioned, our work focuses on mammographic domain. The overall approach starts, first by
extracting ARs from the database. The latter comprises transactions of patients’ medical records (previously
diagnosed). After mining a hierarchy of conceptual clusters basing on mammography ontology, the generated
ARs are ranked by measuring the interestingness rate based on a computed dissimilarity over the rule’s items.
The output results are straightaway presented to decision makers to be validated. The mammographic ontology
used in this paper is the ‘Mammo’ ontology which is open source and available in the net. This paper is
organized as following: In the first section, we advance the state of the art by reconnoitering the application of
interestingness measures in the context of association rule post processing (ranking). Second, we introduce the
general definitions of basic notions used in this manuscript. Thirdly, we introduce our proposed method which
consists first on mining the ontology knowledge, then ranking the derived ARs to be validated by domain
experts.
2. Related Work
2.1. Objective and subjective methods for ARs processing
Association Rules, ARs, reveal the relationships among items in a transaction of a database. However, the
large number of generated ARs makes it difficult for decision makers to process, and interpret their utility. To
tackle this limitation, several studies have been proposed to process generated rules using objective as subjective
methods. In [3], Shaharanee et al. proposed the application of objective analysis to assess the generated rules.
The approach consists in combining data mining and statistical measurement techniques (such as redundancy
analysis, sampling and multivariate statistical analysis) to discard the insignificant rules. Alcala-Fdez et al.
proposed a method based on rule covers to prune ARs [4]. The method defines subsets of rules describing the
same transaction row. Then the rule set is reduced to its rule cover. In [5], D. Franke introduced the notion of
subsumed rules which consist in a set of rules having the same conclusion part and several additional conditions
in the condition part. A similar approach was introduced in [6] where the authors proposed to combine two
different algorithms of data mining applied on the same data set. By comparing condition and conclusion of both
kind extracted rules, these rules are then categorized into robust, consistent, and noteworthy rules. Other
methods have proposed a rule-like formalism to model the user’s expectations such as in [7]. Discovered rules
are pruned/ filtered by comparing them to the user’s expectations. In order to prune non-pertinent ARs, Concaro
et al. have proposed in [8] a novel measure, called the Minimum Improvement measure. This measure describes
the difference between the confidences of two rules. In fact, the rule can be pruned when the measure value is
less than a fixed threshold. In [9], the authors have proposed an iterative rule validation system based on several
operators, including rule grouping, filtering, browsing, and redundant rule elimination. An original method was
proposed in [10] to prune and organize rules with the same consequent. First, the algorithm transforms the
database in an ARs base, and then meta-rules r1 ė r2 are extracted. These latter express the relations between
two ARs and allow pruning/grouping of the discovered rules. Other researchers have been interested on the use
of ontologies [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] in first steps of data mining process. The first application of domain
ontologies was introduced in [16] with the concept of Generalized ARs. In order to generalize/specify rules, the
authors proposed taxonomies of mined data (is-a hierarchy). In [17], the data set is first preprocessed according
to the constraints extracted from the ontology and then, the rules generation step takes place. The main
difference with our approach is that the role of ontology is integrated in the preprocessing task [17], whereas, in
this paper, we are mainly interested in the post processing task.
2.2. Ontologies in ARs post processing
Another set of existing methods applying ontologies in ARs post processing task have been proposed. In [18],
the authors have focused on ontology-based ARs post processing to improve the integration of user’s
knowledge. This method is based on the use of a rule schema reflecting the user’s expectation and an ontology
involving concept constraints. The ARs evaluation is carried over the defined rule schemas in order to prune and
filter rules.
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For medical ARs filtering, authors in [19] proposed a hybrid pruning method involving the use of both objective
and subjective analysis, with the latter involving the use of an ontology. The proposed method was applied using
general medical-domain ontology constructed using the Unified Medical Language System [20] with the goal of
pruning already known rules. In [21], the authors used ARs to point out dependence relationships between Gene
Ontology terms [25] using an annotation dataset and background knowledge. In [22], authors have proposed an
additional gene ontology layer via discovering cross-ontology association rules from GO annotations. In [29],
authors have proposed to group AR based on whether the rule items share relationships within a domain ontology.
To this end, the method, uses vector space modeling of rule elements and an ontology based semantic similarity
measure. The latter is based on measuring the depth of the least common ancestor node of two concepts in the
ontology. In the perspective of computing ARs interestingness using domain ontology, the approach in [23]
consists on calculating the conceptual distance by computing the number of edges of the shortest path between
two concepts. The shorter the path is (from one concept to the other), the more similar the concepts are. In [2], the
authors proposed to combine concept similarity metrics, formulated using the domain ontology with traditional
interestingness measures (support and confidence). The domain specific semantic similarity between two items ݅ଵ
and ݅ଶ is defined as well:
ݐݏ݅ܦሺܣܥܮሺభ ǡమ ሻǡܴݐሻ
ܵ݅݉ሺ݅ଵ ǡ ݅ଶ ሻ ൌ
(1)
ݐݏ݅ܦሺభ ǡమ ሻݐݏ݅ܦሺܣܥܮሺభ ǡమ ሻǡܴݐሻ

Where; LCA (ଵ ǡ ଶ ) is the lowest common ancestor of the concepts ଵ ଶ , Dist(LCA(ଵ ǡ ଶ ), Root) is the
length of path from LCA(ଵ ǡ ଶ ) to the root and Dist(ଵ ǡ ଶ ) is a distance measure between i1 and i2.
3. Basic notions
3.1. Association rule mining
In data mining process, ARs are used for discovering important relations between items in a database,
where ൌ ሼଵ ǡ  ଶ ǥ  ୫ ሽ is a set of transactions over = {ǡ ଶ ǥ ୬ } which is a set of items. A non-empty subset
of ,  ൌ ሼଵ ǡ ଶ ǥ ୩ ሽ is called an itemset. Each transaction ୧ in D is defined as an itemset ଵ ǡ ଶ ǥ ୩ of length.
An AR is an implication between two itemsets  and, in the form of o where ൌ , In other words X
and Y have no items in common. X is called the antecedent and  is the conclusion, or the consequent, of the
association rule. Each AR ǣ o may be characterized by two measures Support and confidence. They are
used for selecting ARs according to their potential interest to the user:

x The Support (sup):the occurrences of a specific event containing XY, ሺoሻ ൌ ;ݏ
x The Confidence (conf) is defined as: ሺoሻ ൌ ሺoሻ Ȁ ሺሻ = ሺሻ Ȁsup (X) = c.
The algorithm Apriori [18] is the most widely used algorithm to discover ARs in databases. It gets as input the
database to be mined and two thresholds minConf and minSup which represent respectively the minimum values
of confidence and support that an AR must hold. The algorithm consists of two main steps: First all the item sets
where the support is greater than minSup are generated; second, rules with support and confidence greater than
minConf and minSup are extracted from the item sets (generated in the first step).
3.2. Ontology Definition
An ontology is defined as a formal specification of a shared conceptualization [26]. Ontologies are used to capture
and formalize knowledge by modeling concepts and relations associated to the domain of interest. Concepts
represent the pertinent entities[28] for example, mammogram is a concept within the mammographic domain,
whereas relations designate the interactions between revealed concepts, for example, mammogram classified_as
Bi-Rads3(Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System), that’s to say, the concepts mammogram and Bi-Rads3 are
related via the relationship classified_a. Relations in the ontology are categorized into: (i)Subsumption: used to
define the taxonomy which refers to the hierarchical concept tree, for example Opacity is a type of anomalies,
(ii)Associative relations: relate the different concepts of the hierarchy (e.g. classified_as). Ontologies have been
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widely used in medical domains to capture knowledge and formalize medical lexicons. In the mammographic
domain, several ontologies have been proposed such as BCGO†, Mammo‡, Radlex§. Each ontology has been
developed by different communities and for specific intended task. In this paper, we propose to use the Mammo
ontology since it is considered as well structured and rich of vocabularies (concepts and relationships) that are
relevant to the mammographic domain such as anomalies description, diagnosis and mammogram classifications.
4. Ontology Knowledge mining
In this section, we propose a new approach for ontology knowledge mining which aims at increasing the
abstraction level of the conceptual knowledge encoded in the ontology. Our method consists on extracting a
hierarchy of groups of correlated concepts reflecting the different knowledge granularity levels. Thus, the kmedoid clustering algorithm is applied iteratively (following a top-down strategy). In the following, we define
first the k-medoid algorithm, second we propose a novel conceptual distance based on the concept’s context.
Finally, we describe the hierarchical clustering algorithm.
4.1. K-medoid for ontology’s concepts clustering
The conceptual clustering procedure implemented in our method is based on the use of the k-medoid algorithm
[27]. The latter is applied over the ontology’s concepts to create k flat clusters. The produced clusters are
introduced with robust representative data called medoids; they represent the cluster’s centers. The latter can help
significantly the domain expert to visualize the extracted knowledge topics in the generated hierarchy of clusters.
The cluster’s medoid represents the concept with the lowest average distance (the used distance is introduced in)
with respect to the other concepts in the cluster. The algorithm gets as input parameters k: the number of clusters,
the set of medoids (initialized randomly). Then, two main steps are performed iteartively; first, the algorithm
computes the distances between concepts and the current medoids to assign each concept to the closest one of the
k clusters. Second, we update the medoids set according to the new repartition. The algorithm converges when a
maximum number of iteration have been achieved or when the set of medoids become stable. The medoid of a
cluster  ൌ ሼଵ ǡ ଶ ǡ ǥ ୬ ሽis defined as well:  ݒൌ ௫ఢ σୀଵ ݀ሺݔǡ ݔ ሻ
(2)
4.2. Semantic conceptual distance
We propose to use, in this section, a distance measure based on the concept’s context. This measure has been
proposed in previous work [30]. Semantically, similar entities should have in common concepts to which are
related. On the ground of such an intuition, we introduce the notion of context as the set of concepts to which the
concept of interest is related through both type of relations: Subsumption and Associative. The context ݐ݊ܥሺܿሻof
a given concept ܿ is defined as: ݐ݊ܥሺܿሻ  ൌ  ሼܿ ȁሺܿǡ ܿ ሻܴᣯሼܿሽሽ.Where  is the set of relations including the
subsumption and associative relations. The rationale of the new measure is to compare the concepts on the
grounds of their contexts which stand as a group features. Based on the notion of the concept’s context, we have
proposed a semantic distance measure which is based on the idea of comparing their semantics along their
contexts. This measure can be defined as follows: Given two concepts ୧ and ୨ , the distanceሺ ୧ ǡ  ୨ ) based on the
relational context is given as well:
ሺ ୧ ǡ  ୨ ) =1- ሺʹǤ

หେ୭୬୲ሺୡ ሻେ୭୬୲൫ୡౠ ൯ห
หେ୭୬୲ሺୡ ሻหାหେ୭୬୲൫ୡౠ ൯ห

ሻ

(3)

4.3. Hierarchical divisive clustering algorithm
The process starts with one cluster grouping the ontology’s concepts, and then it repeatedly breaks clusters into
more specific and smaller sub-clusters until stopping criterion is satisfied.
ǣȀȀǤǤȀȀ 
ǣȀȀ ǤȀȀȀ Ȁ ȀȀȀ
ȚǣȀȀǤǤȀȀ
Ș
ș
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This algorithm can be thought as producing a dendrogram reflecting different levels of abstraction of the encoded
knowledge. In particular, in the first level of the hierarchy, the number of desired cluster is selected by the user.
This number depends, generally, on the domain of interest. Through this level, we aim to produce clusters as
general as possible, which reflect the user’s interests or/and the domain’s main categories. For example, the
mammographic domain is characterized by four main categories: ‘Anatomical_entities’, ‘Conceptual_entities’,
‘Descriptors’, and ‘Diagnosis’. Those sorts represent as well the top-level classes in the mammographic
ontologies (‘BCGO’, ‘Mammo’). Once the clusters of the first level are produced, the iterative clustering
algorithm is launched; each candidate cluster is verified if it can be further split according to its cohesiveness
measure. The non-dense cluster is candidate to being divided into two-sub-clusters. The cohesiveness of the
cluster is computed in order to verify the cluster’s density. Our objective is to maximize the similarity of the
concepts into a cluster to the medoid concept. The cohesiveness of a cluster ୧ is computed as well:
ଶ
(3)
ݏݏ݁݊݁ݒ݅ݏ݄݁݊ܥሺܥ ሻ ൌ σ
ୀଵ σ௫ఢ ݀ሺ ݔെ ݒ ሻ
Where ୧ is the medoids of ୧ ; d() is the conceptual distance. That’s to say, if the cluster’s density is greater than
a predefined threshold, the cluster is partitioned and the partition is constructed around two medoids chosen as the
most dissimilar elements in the cluster and then iteratively adjusted in the inner loop (as described in algorithm 1).
The advantage of our method is that it allows automatically determining the optimal number of main clusters. In
the structure of the generated hierarchy, each node designates a cluster introduced with a medoid which
characterizes the concepts in the given cluster while discriminating those in the twin cluster at the same level. A
cluster of the hierarchical level  is presented by୧ ; ୧ designates the medoid of the ୧ ୫ including m
concepts: ܥ  ൌ ሼݒ Ȁݔ ǡ ݇ ൌ ͳǡ ݉ሽ. At the end of this step, the items (concepts) in same cluster are similar to
each other, while two items from two different clusters are dissimilar, and the dissimilarity between them can be
judged with the dissimilarity between the two clusters.

5. Ontology Knowledge mining based ARs Ranking
5.1. Semantic dissimilarity measures
In our approach, we are making a distinction between the clusters to which belong the rule’s items to measure the
interestingness rate of the AR. In the following, we describe a semantic distance for the rules ranking. This
distance measure is based on the hierarchical structure of the conceptual clusters resulted from the ontology
knowledge mining process. That’s to say, the more the clusters are distant, the more the rule is considered as
interesting. If ଵ and ଶ are two items of an AR, we define the semantic similarity between them as:
ܵ݁݉ݐݏ݅ܦሺ݅ଵ ǡ ݅ଶ ሻ ൌ ͳ െ ܵ݁݉ܵ݅݉ሺ݅ଵ ǡ ݅ଶ ሻ (4);

ܵ݁݉ܵ݅݉ሺ݅ଵ ǡ ݅ଶ ሻ ൌ

ଶכሺሺሺభ ሻǡሺమ ሻሻǡ௧ሻ
ሺሺభ ሻǡ௧ሻାሺሺమ ሻǡ௧ሻ

(5);

Where: ሺଵ ǡ ଶ ሻ is the lowest common cluster of ሺଵ ǡ ଶ ሻ; ሺଵ ሻ is the cluster to which ଵ belong; ሺǡ ሻ is
the length of path from LCC (ଵ , ଶ ) to the root; ሺሺଵ ሻǡ ) is the length of path from ሺଵ ሻ to the root;
ሺሺଶ ሻǡ ) is the length of path from ሺଶ ሻ to the root. This formula determines the semantic similarity of
two items based on both the distance between their correspondent clusters and the location of their LCC in the
structure. The value of the semantics similarity ሺଵ ǡ ଶ ሻ ranges from 0 to 1 and so does the value of the
Semantic distance. It can be observed that if two items belong to the same cluster the value of theis 1.
5.2. Rule interestingness measures
To determine the AR interestingness measure, we compute the distance between items of the given ruleǣ o,
where R is made of {ܽଵ ǡ ܽଶ Ǥ Ǥ ܽ } its interestingness is defined as following; ܵ݁݉ݐݏ݅ܦ൫ ǡ ୨ ൯ is the semantic
distance between each couple of items of the AR. Similar to the semantic distance, the value falls in [0,1]:
σభರǡౠರǢಯౠ ௌ௦௧൫ୟ ǡୟౠ ൯

ሺሻൌ

σషభ
ౡసభ ୩

(6)
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5.3. AR Ranking
Once the interestingness measure is computed for each rule in the AR set according to Equation (6), the rules
with high interestingness can be output to the domain decision. An alternate way it to output the top-k rules with
high interestingness and the domain expert can choose the number of interesting rules to be generated.
6. Results
6.1. Data set
Automated radiological systems are accumulating, daily, large quantities of information about patients and their
medical conditions. Therefore, we propose to explore in this work, the medical data-repository which includes
the patients’ medical records previously diagnosed. The overall database includes 1000 patient records. Those
data have been collected from the hospital Charles Nicolle in Tunisia. Each record encloses a textual description
about, patient’s information (such as the age, menopause, etc.), clinical observation (breast nature, skin change,
etc.), radiological observation (tumor description) and the evaluation and/or mammogram classification
(according to Bi-Rads classification). The main objective of the paper is to find out relations between those
classes such as correlations between clinical features and disorders, clinical features and radiological
observations, clinical features and mammogram classification, etc. In data processing, we have eliminated
information that is not relevant to our context, and converted the past experiences into transactions with readable
format (arff file). including 30 attributes values.
6.2. Mammo ontology knowledge mining
As we have mentioned, we have selected the mammographic ontology ‘Mammo’ to be used as a semantic
support for ARs interestingness measure measuring. This is due to the fact that it is rich of vocabularies and it
well-structured. This ontology has 692 concepts and 73 properties. To ensure the ontology knowledge mining,
we have conceived an application that gets as input: the ontology to be mined, a reference file with information
about concepts contexts, and the similarity matrix of concepts. The output is a hierarchical structure of
conceptual clusters where the first level handles four general categories (fixed by the radiological experts)
reflecting the main suitable seeds ‘Anatomical_entities’, ‘Conceptual_entities’, ‘Descriptors’, ‘Diagnosis’.

Figure 2:Mammo ontology knowledge mining

We have obtained 5 hierarchical levels: 4 clusters at the top level 16 clusters at the main level (at the most
specific level). Note that clusters of higher levels are more general than the deeper ones. Figure 2 presents an
extract of the generated hierarchical clusters. To simplify the visualization, each cluster is presented with its
respective medoid (see Table 1). The leaf nodes (clusters) constitute the clusters to be used in computing the
semantic distance between items (which are mapped to concepts in the ontology) of a rule.
Table 1. Medoids' codes
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Code

Medoid

C11
C12
C121
C122
C21
C22
C211
C212
C2121
C2122
C211

Code

Risk Factors
Anatomical Entity
Macro-Anatomy
Micro-Anatomy
Mass
Architectural Distorsion
Mass density
Mass shape
Mass Size
Mass Margin
Focal

Medoid

C212
C31
C32
C311
C312
C41
C42
C411
C412
C4121
C4122

Spiculate
Histology
BiRads
Histopathological Grading
Histopathological Scoring
Diagnosis
Recommendation
Benin Diagnosis
Malign Diagnosis
carcinoma
Invasive_carcinoma

6.3. Evaluation of the clustering algorithm
We have assessed the hierarchy quality; whether sub-clusters of a given class in the hierarchy are well linked.
Therefore, the contents of clusters at each level are compared with the content of corresponding reference
clusters (with manual clustering). This evaluation is realized by the means of precision and recall metrics.Figure
3 shows the average clustering precision and recall of the proposed algorithm per level, it can be noticed that as
clusters are becoming more specific, semantically related concepts remain clustered together.


Figure 3: Precision and recall of each hierarchical level for the Mammo

6.4. ARs Extraction
The Apriori Algorithm is used here for AR Mining to extract rules that satisfy the predefined minimum support
and confidence. We have chosen the Weka3.6.1 ** software which is an open source data mining software. In
order to observe the influence of support and confidence thresholds on the generated rules, we experimented
with different parameter thresholds settings. Table 2 shows the numbers of generated rules with variation of
MinSup and Minconf.
Table 2. Numbers of rules generated for various minimum supports
MinSup
MinConf
RA

0.7
1
0

0.3
1
0

0.1
1
74

0.7
0.9
2

0.3
0.9
23

0.1
0.9
536

0.1
0.8
1177

0.09
0.7
2167

0.07
0.7
3395

0.05
0.7
6552

It can be seen that high minConf and minSup values lead to fewer but more robust rules, i.e. rules with a high
conditional probability, antecedent and consequent being almost always correlated, while decreasing the
minimum support as well as confidence values, can conspicuously increase the number of rules. As a matter of
fact, if the parameters of interest, i.e. the threshold values, are fixed too high, then too few rules are generated
with omitting useful information. Otherwise, if the parameters are fixed too low, then, the algorithms can
generate an extremely large amount of rules with unsuitable or uninteresting knowledge. For finding a good
compromise between number of rules and robustness, we have empirically chosen minSup= 0.1 and
minConf=0.8 leading to the extraction of 1177 rules. Table 3 shows an extract of the generated rules with their
interestingness measures.
Table 3. Extract of the generated ARs
**

http://sourceforge.net/projects/weka/files/weka-3-7-windows-x64/
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AR

Semantic interpretation by expert

mass_ovalo benign_diagnosis
irregular_masso malign_diagnosis
parallel_massobenign_diagnosis
fibrocystic_breasto benign_diagnosis
Bi-rads3o follow_up
Age[60-69],mass_ovalo benign_diagnosis
Age [60-69], mass_circumscribedo Bi-rads4
Age[60-69], mass_oval,mass_circumscribedo
benign_diagnosis
mass_low_density, mass_circumscribedo Bi-rads4
mass_round, mass_circumscribedo Bi-rads4

A well oval mass is highly predictive of benign lesion.
Irregular mass shape is highly predictive malignant mass.
Parallel orientation with respect to the skin surface is highly predictive benign mass.
Fibrocystic breast lumps are completely benign, and are not associated with any risk for the
future development of breast cancer.
BI-RADS category 3 lesions are recommended for 6-month follow-up
Oval mass is predictive of benign lesion (This rule is a specification of the first rule)
The association of circumscribed mass and Age [60-69] induce a classification of Bi-rads4.
Oval and well circumscribed mass is highly predictive of benign lesion (This rule is as well a
specification of the first rule)
Circumscribed and low density masses induce a classification of Bi-rads4.
Round and Circumscribed masses induce a classification of Bi-rads4.

Sem
Dist
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.83
0.66
0.66

6.5. AR Interestingness results
All together 1177 rules are ranked according to the proposed algorithm, where the dissimilarities between
clusters are computed as the interestingness of corresponding rules. To select highly interesting rules, we have
fixed a threshold valueV, where ARs with interestingness measure greater than this parameter will be selected.
After filtering, rules of low interestingness are unconcerned. The outstanding rules of high interestingness can
then be presented to domain experts. To assess the ARs quality, we have varied V and observe the count of ARs
which have been judged as interesting (see Figure 4). The value of interestingness ranges from 0 to 1, with 1
denoting the higher interestingness of the AR. For threshold equals to 0.2, 1025 ARs are judged interesting. If
Vis set to 1, then 402 rules are generated. An example of uninteresting rule is ‘Breast_paino mastalgia’, this is
due to the fact that both items belong to the same cluster (designating clinical observations). An example of
interesting rule: Age [60-69], mass_circumscribedo Bi-rads4. In fact, this rule involves items of different
clusters of the hierarchy.
2000
1000
0
0 0.2 0.5
0.7 0.8

0.9 1

Figure 4: Numbers of interesting rules generated for various interestingness thresholds V

6.6. Discussion
The path based similarity measure ranges between 0 and 1, with 1 denoting an exact match, while the rest of the
values being dependent on the depth in the hierarchy and the distance between the concepts. In other words, it
only uses the structural distances instead of semantic content. The use of the knowledge mining concept
provides more semantic meaning to the distance between items. Even, the domain experts found that the
different partitions helped them to further define their research objectives. Since the semantic similarity relies on
the structure of conceptual clusters, this improvement is heavily dependent on the evidence provided by the
domain ontology over the real domain knowledge. Consequently, in order to apply our method in different
domains, an investigation is required to determine well-structured ontology of the domain of interest.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, an ontology knowledge mining based interestingness measures is proposed. According to doctors,
an AR is judged interesting if its items are “dissimilar” that’s to say the more different are the items, the more
interesting the rule is. Existing ontology based methods compute the path between concepts (items) in the
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ontological hierarchy, or concepts of the same category should be considered as “similar”. To tackle this
problem, we have proposed to raise the abstraction level of the ontology knowledge base and extract a hierarchy
of conceptual clusters of different levels of knowledge granularity. Thus, ARs interestingness is computed
according to clusters to which belong the items. As scenario of application, we have selected the mammo
ontology since it is well structured and rich of vocabularies. The ranking of ARs has been performed over their
interestingness measures. Preliminary results have proved the usefulness of the proposed approach in
determining real and precise interestingness of the ARs.
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